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Abstract 

 

In Data mining Classification is a data mining function that allocated similar data to categories or classes. One of the most 

common methods for classification is ensemble method which refers supervised learning. After generating classification rules we 

can apply those rules on unknown data and reach to the results. In one-class classification it is assumed that only information of 

one of the classes, the target class, is available. This means that just example objects of the target class can be used and that no 

information about the other class of outlier objects is present. In One Class Classification (occ) problem the negative class is 

either absent or improperly sampled. There are several classification mechanisms that can be used. In an ensemble classification 

system, different base classifiers are combined in order to obtain a classifier with higher performance. The most widely used 

ensemble learning algorithms are AdaBoost and Bagging. The process of ensemble learning method can be divided into three 

phases: the generation phase, in which a set of candidate models is induced, the pruning phase, to select of a subset of those 

models and the integration phase, in which the output of the models is combined to generate a prediction. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Data classification is the categorization of data for its most effective and efficient use. Data classification is a two-step process: 

1.Learning (Model Construction) 2.Classification (Model Usage). In the first step, a classifier is built describing a predetermined 

set of data classes or concepts. This is the learning step (or training phase), where a classification algorithm builds the classifier 

by analyzing or ―learning from‖ a training set made up of database tuples and their associated class labels. In the second step, the 

model is used for classification. A test set is used, made up of test tuples and their associated class labels. These tuples are 

randomly selected from the general data set. They are independent of the training tuples, meaning that they are not used to 

construct the classifier. The One Class Classification problem is different from the multi-class classification problem in the sense 

that in one-class classification it is assumed that only information of one of the classes, the target class, is available. This means 

that just example objects of the target class can be used and that no information about the other class of outlier objects is present 

because these data are either difficult or impossible to collect. In practice, it happens quite frequently that the normal state has a 

good representation, however the abnormal states are rare and the abnormal class is ill-defined, in such a case we have to judge 

on the abnormality using information from the normal class only. The problem is called ’one class classification’ (OCC). OCC 

can be seen as a special type of two-class classification problem, when data from only one class is considered Thus, objects in 

the target class can be considered as typical, while objects in the negative class can be considered as atypical. For one-class 

classification several models have been proposed. Most often the methods focus on outlier detection. Conceptually the most 

simple solution for outlier detection is to generate outlier data around the target  set. Ensembles  Method has been successfully  

applied  to   solve a   variety of  classification  and function  approximation  problems. Ensembles Method Use a combination of 

models to increase accuracy problems. It Combine a series of k learned models M1, M2,…, Mk with the aim of creating an 

improved model M*. There are three Popular ensemble methods, Bagging: averaging the prediction over a collection of 

classifiers, Boosting: weighted vote with a collection of classifiers, Stacking: combining a set of heterogeneous classifiers. 

II. INTRODUCTION TO ONE CLASS CLASSIFICATION IN CLASSIFICATION 

In this section, we first introduce the one class classification [7]. Then, we present how to evaluate the performance of the 

classifier in one class classification. Finally, we recall several techniques to address the one class classification.  One class 

classification is a binary classification task for which only one class of samples is available for learning. The Learning from the 

available target samples only means that the classifier does not require any hypothesis on the outlier data to estimate the decision 

boundary. A taxonomy with three broad categories for the study of OCC problems. 
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Fig. 1: Proposed Technique for OCC [7] 

A Proposed technique for OCC is shown in Figure 1. It represents the three broad categories for the study of OCC problems, 

Availability of Training Data: Learning with positive data only (or with a limited amount of negative samples) or learning with 

positive and unlabeled data, Methodology Used: Algorithms based on One Class Support Vector Machines (OSVMs) or 

methodologies based on algorithms other than OSVMs, Application Domain Applied: OCC applied in the field of text/document 

classification or in other application domains. In figure 2 an example of a training dataset is given for the apple-pear problem. 

Each object has two feature values (for instance the width and the height of the object; the exact features are not important for 

this discussion). Each training object  x can therefore be represented as a point in a 2-dimensional feature space. Here the apples 

are indicated by stars, the pears by pluses. In principle, objects can be scattered all around the (2-dimensional) feature space, but 

due to the continuity assumption, apples are near apples and pears near pears. Furthermore, there are physical constraints on the 

measurement values (weights and sizes are positive, and are bounded by some large number) [3]. 

 
Fig. 2: Conventional and A One-Class Classifier [3] 

In the apple-pear example the two classes can be separated without errors by the solid line in figure 2. Unfortunately, when the 

outlier apple in the right lower corner is introduced, it cannot be distinguished from the pears. To identify the outlier, a one-class 

classifier should be trained. An example of a one-class classification is given by the dashed line. 

 Availability of Training Data: 

OCC problems have been considered widely under three broad frameworks: 

 Learning with positive class only. 

 Learning with positive class and some quantity of weakly distributed negative class. 

 Learning with positive and unlabeled data. 

The last type has received greatly research interest among the text classification [7]. The main plan behind these strategies is 

to     build a decision boundary around the positive data so as to differentiate the outliers from the positive data. 

III. OCC VS. MULTI-CLASS CLASSIFICATION 

In a usual multi-class classification problem, data from two or more classes are accessible and the decision boundary is supported 

by the existence of example samples from all class. Different researchers have used other terms to define one class classification 

such as Outlier Detection [7], Novelty Detection or Concept Learning. As defined before, in OCC tasks, the negative class is 
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either missing or limited in its sharing, so only one side of the classification boundary can be made definitively by using the data. 

This makes problem of one-class classification harder than the problem of usual multi-class classification. The task in OCC is to 

describe a classification boundary about the positive or target class, such that it accepts as many objects as possible from the 

positive class, while it minimize the possibility of accepting non-positive or outlier objects. As only one side of the boundary can 

be described, in OCC, it is tough to make a decision, on the base of just one class how closely the boundary should fit in each of 

the information around the data. It is also harder to make a decision which attributes should be used to discover the best division 

of the positive and negative class objects. that's why it is to be accepted that occ algorithms will require a huge number training 

instances comparative to usual multi-class classification algorithms. 

IV. STATE OF THE ART ON ENSEMBLES TECHNIQUES 

Data classification plays important role in the field of data mining. The increasing rate of data diversity and size decrease the 

performance and efficiency of classifier. The decreasing performance of classifier compromised with unvoted data of classifier. 

Now the merging of two or more classifier for better prediction and voting of data are used, such techniques are called Ensemble 

classifier. Now the merging of two or more classifier for better prediction and voting of data are used, such techniques are called 

Ensemble classifier. Good ensemble methods are that in which each individual classifiers are accurate and diverse But ensemble 

methods are combination of predictions made by a set of individual classifiers. Accurate classifier is meant to be produce 

accurate prediction than the random classifier and diverse classifier is meant to be produce prediction independently. Ensembles 

of classifiers, where a variety of classifiers are pooled before a final classification decision is made. Ensemble learning consists 

on the solution of two problems: (1) how to generate the ensemble of models? (Ensemble generation); and (2) how to integrate 

the predictions of the models from the ensemble in order to obtain the final ensemble prediction? (Ensemble integration). 

Ensemble pruning has been reported, at least in some cases, to reduce the size of the ensembles obtained without degrading the 

accuracy. Pruning has also been added to direct methods successfully increasing the accuracy. 

 
Fig. 3: Ensemble Learning Model 

Ensembles are sets of learning machines that combine in some way their decisions, or their learning algorithms, or different 

views of data, or other specific characteristics to obtain more reliable and more accurate predictions in supervised and 

unsupervised learning problems. Ensembles method Use a combination of models to increase accuracy. The basic Ensemble 

Method model is as shown in figure 4. 

 
Fig. 4: Ensemble Method 

The Popular ensemble methods are: 

(1) Bagging: Each member of the ensemble is generated by a different data-set. It is good for unstable models. Where small 

differences in the input data-set yield big differences in output. Many approaches have been developed using bagging 

ensembles to deal with class imbalance problems due to its simplicity and good generalization ability. The hybridization 

of bagging and data pre-processing techniques is usually simpler than their integration in boosting. A bagging algorithm 

does   not require to recompute any kind of weights therefore, neither is necessary to adapt the weight update formula 

nor to change computations in the algorithm. 
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Fig. 5: Bagging [9] 

(2) Boosting: It is a family of ensemble learners. Its Basic idea is Weight the individual instances of the data-set. It 

iteratively learns models and records their errors and Distribute the effort of the next round on the miss-classified 

examples. The quantity of focus is measured by a weight, which initially is equal for all instances. After each iteration, 

the weights of misclassified instances are increased; on the contrary, the weights of correctly classified instances are 

decreased. 

 
Fig. 6: Boosting[9] 

(3) Stacking: Its Basic idea is to have the output of a layer of classifiers as input to another layer. Stacking (sometimes 

called stacked generalization) involves training a learning algorithm to combine the predictions of several other learning 

algorithms. First, all of the other algorithms are trained using the available data, then a combiner algorithm is trained to 

make a final prediction using all the predictions of the other algorithms as additional inputs. 

 Learning Ensembles of Classifiers: Description and Representative Techniques A.

The main purpose of ensemble methodology is to try to increase the performance of single classifiers by inducing several 

classifiers and combining them to gain a new classifier. so, the basic idea is to build several classifiers from the original data and 

then summative their predictions when unknown instances are presented. This plan follows the human natural activity that tends 

to get several opinions before building any significant decision. Ensemble based classifiers generally refer to the mixture of 

classifiers that are negligible variants of the same base classifier, which can be considered in the broader concept of multiple 

classifier systems. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, the goal of One Class Classification is to bring classifiers when only one class the positive class is well categorized 

by the training data.  This survey provides a broad insight into the study of the discipline of OCC. Depending upon the data 

availability, algorithm use and application, appropriate OCC techniques can be applied and improved upon. It would be fruitful 

to investigate some more innovative forms of kernel, that have shown greater potential in standard SVM classification. The OCC 

field is becoming mature, still there are several fundamental problems that are open for research, not only in describing and 

training classifiers, but also in scaling, controlling errors, handling outliers, using non-representative sets of negative examples, 

combining classifiers and reducing dimensionality. Another point to note here is that in OSVMs, the kernels that have been used 

mostly are Linear, Polynomial, and Gaussian. This paper provide that ensemble-based algorithms are worthwhile, improving the 

results that are obtained by the usage of data pre-processing techniques and training a single classifier. The use of more 

classifiers makes them more complex, but this growth is justified by the better results that can be assessed. Also In this paper, the 
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state of the art on ensemble methodologies. Furthermore, we have exposed the positive synergy between sampling techniques 

and Bagging ensemble learning algorithm. 
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